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Summary Comment 

 

 

 

Baghaie's excellent meta-analysis concisely summarizes studies showing worse dental health 

including chronic periodontitis, one of the major hallmarks of human aging, in drug 

dependent patients.  This highlights the need for dental care in this group and the negative 

effect of addiction on human oral and systemic health and aging processes. 

  



Like a still point is a turning universe the superb meta-analysis by Baghaie and colleagues in 

this month's Addiction journal is a splendid piece of scientific writing which examines the 

unequivocal but often unspoken and overlooked fact of appalling dental health typically 

experienced by most long-term drug dependent patients (1).  In a modern global environment 

in which drug policy is often confusing and is skewed by a global media increasingly 

controlled by the virtually unlimited funding streams of global financial elites who boldly 

declare their anarchistic and chaotic drug use paradigms (2) sponsoring deteriorating global 

addiction epidemics (3-5), such touchstones of common sense and concise pithy summaries 

in a meta-analysis of an important subject are an arresting and objective "in your face" 

reminder of real world reality. 

 

It is said that the first thing you do when you buy a horse is inspect its teeth as that is a fair 

indicator of the overall condition of the mammal.  Statements from the NIH Institute devoted 

to dental health (6) and elsewhere (7) draw similar inferences in humans.  "Growing long in 

the tooth" is one of the cardinal signs of human aging and is due to the loss of the alveolar 

bone around the base of the tooth socket exposing the dentine below the enamel, giving rise 

to an apparent lengthening of the tooth (8).  Such chronic periodontitis is caused by a failure 

of osteoblastic processes and the increased bone resorption accompanying chronic infection-

inflammation and is demonstrated at dental examination by probing the strength of 

attachment of the gingiva to the base of the tooth with a probe to explore potential pocket 

depth.  

 

Coming from an expert academic dental group this paper has it all: review of 28 studies 

comparing 4,086 patients with 28,031 controls, careful consideration of interstudy 

heterogeneity, discussion of probe pocket depth, the place of radiology in the assessment of 

dental disease, consideration of one drug and multi-drug affected groups, detailed statistical 

analyses, lengthy Forrest plots, usually narrow confidence intervals, consideration of papers 

emanating from both medical and dental groups, and detailed lists of implications for 

different professional groups, this whole impressive corpus is delivered in a understated tone 

which further underscores their important findings (1). 

 

Meta-analysis revealed an elevated rate of dental decay in users of opioids (mean score 

difference 5.64, 95%C.I. 1.07-10.21), amphetamines (4.41, C.I. 2.53-7.69) and mixed drugs 

(3.46, C.I. 1.77-5.15), with, in mixed drug users, an elevated rate of decayed, missing and 



filled (DMF) teeth (score difference 5.15, C.I. 2.61-7.69) and surfaces of 17.83 (C.I. 6.85-

28.80).  Yet these patients uniformly had less access to dental care including fewer dental 

restorations (fillings).   

 

Importantly the odds ratios of total periodontitis was 3.35 (C.I. 2.23-5.03) and of severe 

periodontitis defined by deep pockets O.R.=2.78 (1.23-6.27).  A significant relationship with 

the duration of exposure was shown in some studies (1, 9, 10) and dose-response 

relationships of heroin and methadone exposure were clearly demonstrated in supplementary 

analyses (10) including associations with stem cell failure in other beds (hair greying, another 

sine qua non of human aging) (11) and mental disorders (12).  Indeed principal component 

analysis of combined indices of dental, mental and hair aging show significant differences 

from controls (22% older, P<0.0005) (11).   The association of addiction with accelerated 

aging has been demonstrated elsewhere (13-17). 

 

Importantly the authors were able to warn that advanced dental decay beyond what might be 

expected for patient age should flag to dental clinicians that patients may be involved in 

substance use directly implicating the clinical utility of the association of clinical biomarkers 

with accelerated aging in addiction (1).   Dental health impacts systemic health through 

bacteraemia, immune complex, pathogenic stimulation and toll-like receptor – Nuclear Factor 

-κB signalling (1, 7, 9, 11, 18) which directly suppresses stem cells (19). 

 

 

These results are important for many reasons: they are robust evidence for clinical non-

benignity of opioid, amphetamine and mixed drug use; they suggest that the long term effects 

of methadone on oral and systemic health are non-trivial and significant and thereby indicate 

the development of new and non-toxic treatments; and they directly document and exacerbate 

pro-aging processes both locally and systemically.  Moreover these data indicate that just as it 

is rational health care to make efficacious hepatitis C treatments generally available to 

vulnerable populations to avoid the long term health effects and associated budgetary costs of 

poor systemic health, so it is important to facilitate and improve access for drug dependent 

patients to formal dental care by direct pathways from the clinics which care for them. 
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